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A B S T R A C T  
   

Simulation optimization is a scientific tool that is widely used for design and optimization of 
comminution circuits in mineral processing plants. In this research, first of all, in order to  determine the 
suitable d80 for cicuit hydrocyclone underflow, the parameters required for simulator (residence time 
distribution, breakage function, selection function and Plitt’s model calibration) were determined. 
Then, simulation of comminution circuit  by presentation of BMCS® software under MATLAB 
environment was performed. Finally, the GA toolbox of MATLAB software was used for optimization 
of the comminution circuit by determining the simulator as fitness function. The results showed that by 
determining the optimum value of input parameters (solid content, fresh feed and water rate to the 
input streams), the genetic algorithm is able to achieve a suitable d80 for circuit cuf (cyclon underflow). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 1 
 
Comminution circuits have the highest level of energy 
consumption in mineral processing plants. Therefore, 
improving design and operation of comminution devices 
in order to optimize performance and energy 
consumption, are always important parts of 
manufacturers and process engineer’s research [1]. 
Optimization leads to better yield of valuable products 
(or reduced yields of contaminants), reduced energy and 
reagent consumption, higher production rates and fewer 
shutdowns. Simulation of grinding circuits at steady 
state which is done based on validated mathematical 
models is a scientific tool for optimization of circuits. 

Recent advances in computer hardware and software 
allowed researchers to develop new research strategies 
to be used in function optimization problems. Therefore, 
it is now possible to better integrate optimization 
algorithms into simulation packages. Gradient search is 
one of the mostly used algorithms in numerical 
optimization tools [2].  
                                                        
*Corresponding Author Email: aliasgharyousefi.96@gmail.com (A. 
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Some outstanding algorithms have surfaced in recent 
times. Some of these methods include the genetic 
algorithm [3], simulated annealing [4], particle swarm 
optimization [5], ant colony optimization [6], 
evolutionary algorithms [7], Response Surface 
Methodology (RSM) and stochastic optimization. 
Genetic algorithm is one of the optimization methods 
that has been used by several researchers in order to 
optimize the operation of crushing plants [8], maximize 
the overall revenue of coal preparation plants [9], and to 
optimize ball mill systems [10]. Combining simulation 
and optimization algorithm provides a more powerful 
tool for mineral processors for finding the best circuit 
design and operation parameters.  

The purpose of this research is to optimize the 
performance of Gol-e-Gohar grinding circuit so that d80 
of hydrocyclone underflow can be increased to 250 
microns from the current value of 180 microns. 
Because, return the fine particle (-90 micron) to ball 
mill from hydrocyclone underflow cause to high power. 
Consumption of mill and increased the finer particle (-
20 microns) which cause some problems in the next 
process i.e., flotation stage. To solve this problem, we 
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used simulation optimization method. Firstly, computer 
simulation of grinding circuit is done via BMCS 
(BMCS-based Modular Comminution Simulator) under 
MATLAB simulator and then, the GA toolbox of 
MATLAB was used for optimization of comminution 
circuit. The organization of this paper is as follows: 
BMCS simulator is explaned in section 2; simulation of 
comminution circuit in section 3, and simulation 
optimization in section 4. Genetic algorithm and 
optimization of circuit based on genetic algorithm are 
explained in sections 5 and 6, respectively, and finally,  
the conclusions are summarized in section7.  
 
  
2. BMCS SOFTWARE  
 
The BMCS simulator is a modular and sequential 
program written in ANSI C language and is run under 
MS DOSTM environment [11]. Presently, it includes 
mathematical models to simulate the ball mill, 
hydrocyclones, air separators, efficiency curves, 
junctions, splits and convergence block. This software 
takes the advantage of population balance method and 
Weller’s RTD modeling for simulation of ball mills 
[12], and Plitt’s model for simulation of hydrocyclones 
[13]. MATLAB software provides a toolbox for genetic 
algorithm and direct search methods. For this reason, 
the BMCS under MATLAB as Fitness Function of 
genetic algorithm was used. This version of BMCS 
consists of only a single executive file (a *.mex file) and 
can be easily run from the command line and also from 
any MATLAB file. When the BMCS program is 
executed, the iteration number and the name of the 
module which is being executed are displayed in 
MATLAB command window. The simulator output is 
automatically saved in a text file called bmcs.out located 
in the current directory [2]. 
 
 
3. SIMULATION OF COMMINUTION CIRCUIT 
 
Simulation of a comminution circuit requires  great 
effort for estimating the parameters of models in order 
that the simulation results can be reliable. The 
parameters which are obtained are particle size 
distribution, breakage function, selection function, 
residence time distribution and the calibration of Plitt’s 
model. The first step of every simulation is sampling. 
Model parameters are obtained from results of 
sampling. 
 
3. 1. Sampling       For simulation of a grinding circuit, 
it is necessary to collect representative samples from all 
of the main streams. The grinding circuit of Gol-e-
Gohar Hematite Plant and sampling points are shown in 
Figure 1. The period of sampling was 7 days in the first 
stage for calibration of simulator and 2 days in the 

second stage for simulation validation. After obtaining 
particle size distribution (PSD) and flow rate of each 
sampling point, data adjustment should be done by 
using software such as NORBAL [14]. This improves 
the quality of data set and leads to a more accurate 
simulation. If a stream is unreachable and cannot be 
sampled, its flow rate can be estimated by NORBAL. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Closed-circuit ball milling flowsheet and sampling 
points 
 
 
TABLE 1. Breakage function of  3  particle sizes by MH& F 

   bij  

Particle Size (µm) 1400 355 250 

1400 0 0 0 

1000 0.412 0 0 

710 0.2 0 0 

500 0.125 0 0 

355 0.084 0 0 

250 0.057 0.548 0 

180 0.038 0.191 0.517 

125 0.026 0.1 0.242 

90 0.017 0.06 0.114 

63 0.012 0.037 0.054 

45 0.008 0.023 0.026 
 
 
3. 2. Breakage Function      This parameter can be 
obtained by laboratory methods or non-experimental 
methods based on back calculations. To estimate the 
breakage function values by laboratory-scale mill, there 
should be a single-sized sample that is a mass of 
material in one size fraction. An ideal single-sized 
sample never exists, but a sample with more than 95% 
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in a particular size fraction is an acceptable sample. The 
sample is ground for a short period of time, t. Then, 
grinding should continue to include times 2t, 4t, 8t … 
until 40% to 60% of primary mass remains on the first 
sieve. After each grinding time period, PSD of material 
should be examined and then the value of breakage 
function can be calculated by BFDS software. This 
software can be used to calculate the breakage function 
with three methods: Berube, Herbst & Fuerstenau 
(H&F) and modified Herbst & Fuerstenau (MH&F) 
[15]. The breakage function of Hematite Gol-e-Gohar 
plant for 3 particle size (250, 355 and 1400 microns) by 
M H&F method is shown in Table 1.  
 

3. 3. Selection Function      Selection function is the 
rate of breakage in a first order reaction. Its estimation 
is done by sampling from feed and discharge streams 
and Weller’s model parameter. Particle size distribution, 
as a result of these samplings is used to determine the 
selection function via GrindSim1.1 software. Selection 
function of this project is shown in Figure 2. 

 
3. 4. Residence Time Distribution   Weller’s RTD 
model consists of one plug flow reactor, one large 
perfect mixer vessel and two small perfect mixer 
vessels. Parameters of this model can be estimated by 
implementation of a tracer test on an operating mill 
[16]. In  order  to  measure  the  particles  residence  
times  in   ball  mill,  it  was  attempted  to  add  80 kg  
of NaOH to the feed of the mills. The amount of NaOH 
was then determined in the mill input and output by 
measuring pH within different sequential times. In  fact, 
NaOH  was  the  tracer  in  the  mill  to  specify  the  
residence times  in  the  ball  mill. In the next step, the 
residence time distribution was obtained using 
simulation software (simulation of residence time 
distribution in open and closed circuits, version 1.1). 
Average residence time value of particles in the ball 
mill was estimated to be 11.52 minutes. The results are 
presented in Figure 3 and Table 2. 
 
3. 5. Calibration of Plitt’s Model      BMCS software 
uses the Plitt’s model for hydrocyclone simulation [13]. 
The calibration of this model should be done by 
comparison of operation and Plitt’s calculation values. 
Samples were collected from feed, overflow and 
underflow streams every 15 minutes during 2 hours in 5 
stages. Calibration coefficients of this hydrocyclone are 
shown in Table 3. 
 
3. 6. Circuit Simulation with BMCS Software After 
determination of breakage function, selection function 
values, retention time parameters and hydrocyclone 
calibration, performance of the circuit can be simulated 
by BMCS software at a specific rate and size 
distribution of feed. The results of simulation and actual 

data are shown in Figure 4.  
 
 
 

 
Figure 2. Selection function with M H&F methods 

 
 
 

 
Figure 3. The residence time distribution of particles in ball 

mill (closed circuit) 

 
 
TABLE 2. Weller’s Parameter  calculated with  RTD software 
Weller’s parameter Time (min) 

TPF (Plug flow) 0.039  

Tl (large perfect mixer) 3.845  

TS (small perfect mixer) 3.821  

T average 11.52  

 
 

TABLE 3. Calibration coefficients of Plitt’s model 
Parameter d50c P m S R f 

Coefficient value  0.994 0.399 0.218 2 1.16 
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Figure 4. Simulation and actual results of hydrocyclone 
underflow & overflow 
 
 

 
Figure 5. Combined grinding simulation and optimization 
model [4] 
 
 
 
4. SIMULATION OPTIMIZATION 
 
Simulation optimization refers to the process of finding 
optimal design of a system whose performance is 
estimated by simulation [17]. Structure of a simulation 
optimization computer program includes at least two 
main building blocks, i.e., a simulation module and an 
optimization module. While the simulation module is 
specific to the problem at hand, such as a comminution 
simulator, the optimization module is a general direct 
pattern search routine or a genetic-based search 
algorithm. Both simulation and optimization modules 
must be integrated to provide a unified process 
optimization environment for finding the best values of 
input variables. The important step in simulation 
optimization is problem setting. At this step, decision 
variables, objective function and constrains must be 
defined [2]. 
 
 
5. GENETIC ALGORITHMS (GA) 
 
Genetic algorithm was presented by J. Holland who was 
inspired by biological evolutionism in 1975. GA is 

based on an analogy with the evolution theory, i.e. the 
inevitable course of nature. Alike in nature, an original 
population of individuals is manually created and 
represents a primitive generation of parents [18]. At 
each step, the GA selects individuals at random from the 
current population to be parents and uses them to 
produce the children for the next generation. In GA 
optimization, the factors involved are: the size of the 
initial population, the crossover factor, the mutation 
factor, and a fitness function. A fitness function is used 
to evaluate individuals, since reproductive success 
varies with fitness. The advantage of the GA approach 
lies in the ease with which it can handle arbitrary kinds 
of constraints and objectives and allow the decision 
maker to select the best alternative [10]. GA has several 
advantages over the traditional techniques. These are 
briefly described here: 
v Because of its probabilistic nature, GA does not 

require initial guesses of the decision variables and 
needs only their lower and upper bounds.           

v GA works only with the values of the objective    
functions not their gradients. 

v GA can solve single-objective, multi-objective as 
well as multi-modal optimization problems. 

v GA can handle a number of decision variables and 
constraints efficiently [19].  

v For nonlinear optimization problems, heuristic 
methods such as genetic algorithms can be used [2]. 

 
5. 1. Fitness Function      To use GA toolbox of 
MATLAB, a fitness function with a specific structure is 
needed which must be written as a separate file by the 
user in MATLAB language. This file includes the 
function that should be minimized. And its handle is 
entered into Genetic Algorithm toolbox problem setup 
and results dialog window. There are many options that 
can be set before running GA algorithm such as 
constraints, population parameters and stopping criteria. 
The purpose of this project is to optimize the 
performance of grinding circuit so that d80 of underflow 
can be increased to 250 microns from the current value 
of 180 microns. The fine particles in ball mill with 
cyclone underflow impose high energy consumption. 
Figure 5 shows the combination of GA toolbox and 
BMCS simulator under MATLAB environment. 
 
 
6. OPTIMIZATION OF COMMINUTION CIRCUIT BY 
GA 
 
In this case, the simulation optimization problem was 
defined as finding the best values for the fresh feed rate 
and solid content of the 3 input streams, water addition 
rate to the ball mill sump and water addition rate to the 
hydrocyclone sump. To increase the d80 of underflow 
from 180 to 250 microns, optimization was done by a 
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combination of BMCS software under MATLAB 
environment and GA as shown in Figure 6. The initial 
values of all parameters and their lower and uppers 
bounds used in GA toolbox are given in Table 4. Then, 
many search parameters and options in GA box (e.g. 
number of variables, constraints, mutation, Crossover, 
stopping criteria, fitness scaling etc.) which was proven 
in previous work [2] were set. The values for these 
parameters are shown in Table 5.  
 
 
 

TABLE 5. Search parameters settings used in GA toolbox 
Parameters Setting 
Number of variables 8 
Population type and size Double vector, 20 
Scaling function Rank  
Reproduction elite count 2 
Crossover function and fraction Scattered, 0.8 
Migration direction, fraction and interval Forward, 0.2, 20 
Function tolerance 0.001 
Generations  500 

 
 

TABLE 4.  Input variables initial, lower and upper bounds algorithm used in GA toolbox and optimum value by GA 
Variables Initial value Lower value Upper value Optimum value  

FF1 rate (t/h) 6.89 5 13 12.7 

FF2 rate (t/h) 17.23 15 55 54.87 

FF3 rate (t/h) 1.62 1 3 1 

Solid percent of FF1 (%) 86.25 80 90 84.48 

Solid percent of FF2 (%) 39 20 50 49.64 

Solid percent of FF3 (%) 16.2 5 17 15.68 

Water addition rate to ball mill (t/h) 22 5 50 49.93 

Water addition rate to cyclone sump (t/h) 20 10 60 36.17 

 
 
 

 
Figure 6. GA optimization tool window of MATLAB 
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7. CONCLUSIONS  
 
The optimization of comminution circuit leads to lower 
energy consumption, higher quality of production and 
increase of the throughput in grinding circuit. 
Simulation softwares are the scientific tools for such 
optimization. For optimization of Gol-e-Gohar grinding 
circuit, in order to increase the d80 of hydrocyclone 
underflow from 180 to 250 microns, the first stage was 
simulation of the circuit with the BMCS simulator. The 
required parameters for simulation are particle size 
distribution, breakage function, selection function, 
residence time distribution and calibration of Plitt’s 
model. The first step of simulation was sampling. To 
estimate the breakage function values by laboratory-
scale mill, single-sized samples (250, 355 and 1400 
microns) that were a mass of material in one size 
fraction, were selected. As the results in Table 1 shows 
the breakage function is normal. The next parameter 
which requires simulation was RTD. To estimate this 
parameter NaOH as a tracer in ball mill was used. The 
results are shown in Table 2 and Figure 3. As can be 
seen from Figure 3, the best residence time achieved 
was about 11.52 minutes. Also, RTD software, input 
and output RSD of ball mill and Weller’s parameters 
were employed to calculate the selection function. The 
calibration of the Plitt’s model was done by comparison 
of operation and Plitt’s calculation values. Hence, 
samples were collected from feed, overflow and 
underflow streams. Comparison of simulation and real 
data in Figure 4 show that the estimation of simulator is 
very good. After simulation of the circuit, it was used to 
optimize the grinding circuit with GA tool window of 
MATLAB, which is shown in Figure 6.  The initial 
values of all parameters, their lower and uppers bounds 
used in GA toolbox and the optimum value by GA are 
given in Table 4. Under the optimum condition, the d80 
of cyclone underflow increases from 180 to 220 microns 
which is shown in Figure 7. The results from this 
research showed that in order to achieve a suitable d80 
for underflow, the genetic algorithm is able to optimize 
grinding circuit performance.  
 
 

 
Figure 7. CUF size distribution before and after optimization 
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  چکیده

 
  

خردایش هاي سازي مداردر طراحی و بهینه سازي ابزار علمی مفیدي است که به طور گستردهشبیه ي سازي بر پایهبهینه
ریز در ته مطلوب d80یابی به در این پژوهش، به منظور دست .گیردهاي فرآوري مورد استفاده قرار میکارخانه

 )پلیتانتخاب وکالیبراسیون مدل زمان ماند، تابع شکست، تابع( ازيسابتدا پارامترهاي مورد نیاز شبیه هیدروسیکلون مدار،
در نهایت از جعبه ابزار . لب اجرا شد تحت مت BMCSسازي مدار خردایش با استفاده از نرم افزار محاسبه و سپس شبیه

. گردید هدف، استفادهتابع ساز به عنوانسازي مدار خردایش با معرفی شبیهلب به منظور بهینه الگوریتم ژنتیک در محیط مت
ریز هیدروسیکلون با تعیین مناسب ته d80ژنتیک به خوبی قادر به یافتن  نتایج حاصل از این تحقیق نشان دادند که الگوریتم

 .باشدمی) هاجامد و تناژ جامد و آب ورودي جریاندرصد (  متغیرهاي ورودي مدار ي مقادیر بهینه
  

doi: 10.5829/idosi.ije.2013.26.06c.11 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 


